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Minutes of a meeting of Caterham on the Hill Planning Committee    
held at the Caterham Ex Service Mens Club 
on Friday 27th September 2019 at 2.00pm 

 
Present: Cllr G Dennis (Chair), Cllr D Brent, Cllr J Webster 

In attendance: Mrs H Broughton (Clerk) and 2 members of the public 
 

PL 027 Apologies for absence 
Apologies for absence were received from Cllrs Botten, Orrick and Rujbally. These were accepted by 
the Council.  

 
PL 028 Declarations of interest 

There were no declarations of interest arising from the agenda. 
 
PL 029 Matters arising 

Oak Hall application. Cllr Dennis attended to public meeting requesting travel plan which has now 
been produced and confirmed that new Oak Hall Church site will be used for this purpose.  
RESOLVED: to withdraw the Parish Council’s objection on the above basis.  
 
Local Plan update – Parish Council making representations  

 
PL 030 Planning Decisions 
 RESOLVED: to note recent planning decisions. 

 
PL 031 Delivery of paper plans 

Tandridge District Council had proposed service options and costings for delivery of papers plans. 
RESOLVED: not to take up the proposal to pay for paper plans. 
 

PL 032 Planning applications 
  RESOLVED to note the following comments or objections to planning applications: 
 

2019/1488 TPO: 32 Halton Road 
Fell pine in rear garden 
Comment: If it is accepted that the tree is dying, please ensure that adequate compensatory replanting 
is conditioned. Replanting must aim to show at least no environmental and biodiversity loss and 
preferably a net gain in line with government policy. In our opinion the 16m high pine must be replaced 
by a minimum of two young trees of a suitable species in order to address that objective, which can only 
even begin to be achieved as they mature. 

 



2017/2320: 36 High Street  
Discharge of conditions 3 (materials) and 8 (archaeology statement) 
No comment 

 
2019/1368: 62-68 Banstead Road   
Demolition of 4 x 3 bed semi-detached and construction of 27 x 1 and 2 bed flats and 2 x 4 bed houses 
including new access points 
Objection: This is an Outline application addressing the principle of development (access and layout).  
 
Access 
The site fronts one of the principal through routes in Caterham Hill (B2030 Banstead Road) adjoining the 
junction with Foxon Lane, Money Road and Oak Road. As a result this is already a traffic bottleneck that 
includes a bend with reduced visibility, parked cars on the B2030, shops opposite and two traffic islands. 
It is also a bus route. The proposal would add three new entrances at this point, two directly onto 
Banstead Road and one into Foxon Lane close to its junction. These entrances would take vehicles from 
29 dwellings instead of the present 4. The Parish Council believes that this would be unworkable on road 
safety and traffic congestion grounds. 
 
Layout 
The Parish Council believes that development of this type in this location is unsustainable 
overdevelopment. Core Strategy Policy CSP 19 provides guidance on density indicating that it should be 
in the range 30- 55 dwellings per hectare. The proposal is for 29 dwellings on 0.29 ha (100 dph). This 
illustrates how far it is in conflict with the character of the area.  

Banstead Road is characterised predominantly by an attractive, varied streetscape of well-spaced 
Victorian and later two storey domestic houses. In the immediate vicinity these are set back behind a 
garden frontage of trees, mature planting and communal open space that offers visual relief to what 
would otherwise be a constricted main road. Nearby to the west is the Wren-style Le Personne Homes, a 
building of local architectural and historic interest. Into this streetscape the proposal would impose two 
dominant, monolithic, flat-roofed three storey blocks of flats entirely out of keeping with the rhythm 
and roofscapes of the street frontage. The utilitarian design undermines local distinctiveness. It is an 
unacceptable intensification by means of scale, form, bulk, height, spacing and design contrary to 
Detailed Policy DP7. 
 
Being located to the south, the three storey blocks are likely to cause overlooking and overshadowing 
issues for the adjoining neighbours on the east side. The excessive density leads to a cramped layout 
dominated by buildings and car park hard standing. It results in minimal green open space to benefit 
people and wildlife and to act as natural flood attenuation. Caterham is at well recognised risk of 
surface water flooding during storm events. The map included with the Flood Risk Assessment shows 
clearly how unattenuated run-off from intensification of the site would migrate south into the main 
surface water flow path (medium to high risk) running from Town End to Banstead Road, locations 
where homes, businesses and lives were badly affected in 2016. The proposal has not demonstrated 
how it can be made safe for its lifetime without increasing flood risk elsewhere as per NPPF 2019 (155). 
New housing is not just about numbers. It must also be of a type that meets local needs. These are set 
out in the adopted 2019 TDC Housing Strategy. It indicates a primary need for smaller, more affordable 
2 and 3 bedroom houses for young families. This is as a result of excessive numbers of blocks of flats and 
larger detached houses having been built since the 2007 Housing Needs Survey. This is all the proposal 
offers. Housing Strategy Policy HS1 indicates that no more than 20% of the units should be flats (93% 
proposed). Caterham also has an unmet need for social and genuinely -affordable housing of all kinds 
but the proposal offers no affordable element. It is clear that it does not address any local housing need.  



Caterham Hill is an urban area suffering from congested on-street parking and competition for spaces. 
This is a major issue for residents as indicated by the responses to the application. It is therefore 
essential that the adopted TDC parking standards are adhered to. The proposal is for 33 spaces instead 
of the required 56. The applicant believes that the lower Surrey county-wide guidelines should be 
applied instead. The Parish Council argues that because of the issues particular to local built up areas 
such as Caterham the policies of our Local Plan and Supplementary Planning Document take 
precedence. The proposal is in conflict with Detailed Policy DP7 and Tandridge parking standards. 
We urge the District Council to reject this ill-considered, opportunistic application that offers nothing of 
benefit to our community. 
 
2019/1504/TPO: 11 Birch Avenue 
Reduce crown of walnut tree 
No comment 
 
2018/2267: 33 William Road   
Discharge of conditions 3 (surface water disposal), 4 (landscaping) and 5 (materials) 
Objection: 
This part of Caterham Hill suffers from repeated sewer overload and overflow due to storm water 
entering a drainage system that has never been upgraded to cope with the level of development. Much 
of this pressure is being caused by the cumulative impact of ongoing smaller infill developments. It is 
therefore unacceptable to connect the surface water run-off from two new dwellings into the sewers 
when there are simple, readily available sustainable drainage measures such as soakaways that can 
reduce the system overload. Condition 3 for surface water disposal should not be discharged until such 
measures have been incorporated. 

 
2016/1305: The Gardens, Church Hill  
Discharge of conditions (drainage) 
No comment 
 
2019/1472: 29 Auckland Road  

Rear conservatory and extension to existing garage 
No comment 

 
2019/1424: 5 Campbell Road  
Single storey rear extension  
No comment 
 
2019/1532 TPO: 3 Pepper Close   
Beech and conifers – raise crowns to 6 m and thin 
No comment 
 
2019/1538: Coulsdon Lodge, Coulsdon Road 
6 x 3 bed dwellings and 8 x 1 bed flats 
 
2 members of the public informed the meeting of their objections to this planning application. 

RESOLVED: to make an objection as follows but subject to amendment following further information 
from residents.  
 



The Parish Council accepts the principle of development (as per the site allocation in the emerging Local 
Plan). We support the provision of assisted living accommodation and recognise the efforts made by the 
applicant to engage in pre-application dialogue. However there are key aspects of the scheme which we 
regard as unacceptable in its present form, where further design work is needed. 
 
Loss of TPO trees 
The Parish made clear in pre-application discussions that conservation and enhancement of the tree belt 
along the Coulsdon Road and Chaldon Road frontage is of paramount importance. It has been a 
distinctive local character feature associated with St Lawrence’s Hospital for over one hundred years. 
The mature conifers perform an important function in screening redevelopment of the former hospital 
site behind, in combating air pollution and surface water run-off and providing a sanctuary for wildlife. 
The proposed felling of a wide arc of 26 TPO trees is wholly unacceptable. The assertion in the Design 
and Access Statement that there will be no effect on trees of any significant value is false. The site plan 
(page 22 of DAS) makes clear that this clearance of mature trees is solely to facilitate development. Yet 
the DAS also notes that in pre-application discussions the District Council stated that it is important to 
ensure that there is no harm to the wooded nature of the site. This proposal implies significant harm. 
The trees proposed for felling include a range of the characteristic larch, yew, Scots pine and western 
red cedar up to 22 m. high. There is a concern that this high level of loss will weaken the integrity of the 
stand of tall trees, narrowing it considerably and exposing the survivors to wind damage and further 
loss. This is exactly what happened on the adjacent Oakgrove development when parking areas were 
allowed to intrude too far into the tree belt and as a result tree losses have since become ongoing and 
cumulative. The application will result in a significant net environmental loss whereas government 
policy is for net gain. Local councillors will wish to inspect each tree in the company of the Tree Officer 
before any decisions are taken. 
 
Flood resilience 
Caterham Hill is recognised as being vulnerable to regular episodes of surface water flooding during 
storms. The risk is predominantly from this site rather than to it since any net run-off as a result of 
development would migrate westwards down slope into the known valley flow path along Roffes Lane, 
where properties were flooded out in 2016. The site will be naturally absorbent in its present mature 
woodland state. It is therefore essential that the proposal includes a sustainable drainage design that 
can replicate this. It should demonstrate no net off -site flows (and preferably betterment compared to 
the green field state) during defined storm events in order not to make the existing situation worse. This 
issue was given prominence in the pre-application discussions with the Parish but has been ignored. A 
professional SUDS design must be submitted to the Local Lead Flood Authority and (if deep drainage 
boreholes are proposed) to the Environment Agency regarding the Groundwater Source Protection 
Zone. The SUDS design must show how the development can be made safe for its lifetime without 
increasing flood risk elsewhere, in compliance with NPPF (155). This issue is sufficiently material that it 
cannot be left as an afterthought to planning condition. 
 
Site Access 
The Highway Authority should confirm the safety of the proposed construction access onto the busy 
roundabout at Chaldon Road/Coulsdon Road. This is also a pedestrian crossing point including by users 
of the nearby SEN school (Clifton Hill). If acceptable to the Highway Authority, there must then be a 
detailed Construction Management Plan demonstrating how the public and adjoining residents will be 
safeguarded from construction plant, noise, dust, vibration etc. Blackthorn Road is a particularly narrow 
cul de sac built to serve four dwellings. The applicant should therefore confirm that the geometry 
fundamentals of using it as the permanent access meet the Surrey Highway Design Standards (sections 
3.3 and 3.6) for carriageway width and emergency vehicle access into the development. The logistics of 



delivery and refuse vehicle access also need clarification. These matters affect the feasibility of the 
design that has been submitted and so need to be clarified now.  
 
2019/1551: 27 Court Road  
Conversion of roof space inc. rear dormer and hip to gable end 
Comment: The rear roof-level dormer consists of three full height glazed doors of Juliet balcony type. 
Please ensure that there is no issue of overlooking and loss of amenity for the adjoining neighbour 
 
 
2019/1512 TCA: 8 Grenadier Place  
Silver birch – raise crown to 4.5 m and reduce by 2m 
No comment 

 
2018/1328: 27 William Road  
Discharge of conditions 3 (energy efficiency) and 5 (SUDS) 
Comment: This is a location where any net run off from the sloping site arising from the additional 
house will worsen the existing storm water flow path to the north as shown on Environment Agency 
mapping. This pathway was the major contributor to flooding of properties in 2016. The proposed SUDs 
solution under Condition 5 is a single collection tank acting as a slow release soakaway. However the 
Parish Council notes that the conclusion of the geotechnical report is that soakaways would not be a 
suitable means of storm water disposal. This is a technical subject and the Parish therefore requests 
that the District Council seeks the specialist advice of its drainage consultant, a recent appointment 
intended for just these situations. Does the proposed solution replicate the natural absorbency of the 
undeveloped green field state and ensure no net run off during storm events? 
 
2019/1558: 54 Money Road  
Extend existing dropped kerb 
No comment 

 
2019/1518: 31B Banstead Road  
Conversion of retail unit to a 2 bed flat; single storey rear extension as 1 bed flat 
Objection: This proposal appears to be a repeat of application 2019/197 but has addressed none of the 
Parish Council’s original concerns. Small independent shops, businesses and services of all kinds are the  
commercial lifeblood of the economy of Caterham Hill and are vital for older residents in particular. The  
Parish Council is keen to support them and the loss of small business premises in local parades should be  
resisted, especially at ground floor level. Whilst we accept that changing shopping trends mean that 
local butchers, greengrocers, hardware shops etc may no longer be viable there is a strong alternative 
demand locally for affordable premises for many other small businesses and services. Widespread 
permitted development conversion of offices to residential in Caterham has supported that demand. It 
must be tested via marketing before further loss of small business premises is contemplated. Loss of 
commercial use without marketing evidence was one of the grounds for refusal of application 
2018/1510. We note that the only evidence of 2019 marketing is a contract with a commercial agent 
but it is not signed by them. There is no evidence that they have actually marketed the property or what 
for. Does marketing include commercial use other than traditional retail? We would in principle support 
such use. 

The Design and Access Statement uses the TDC 2007 Housing Needs Survey as evidence of a shortage of 
1 and 2 bedroom flats. However the correct evidence base is the adopted 2019 Housing Strategy which 
indicates a primary need for smaller, more affordable 2 and 3 bedroom terraced and other housing 
suitable for young families. This is as a result of too many flats and large detached having been built 
since the 2007 HNS. The proposal does not address local housing need. 



This is an area of congested on street parking where the TDC Parking Standards must be followed. In all, 
the proposal would create one existing and two new flats requiring 4.5 spaces. It only provides 2 spaces, 
in part due to loss of the existing garage. There is currently a further major proposal opposite that 
requires 56 spaces but offers 33. The combined impact of such proposals around the busy junction of 
Banstead Road, Foxon Lane, Money Road and Oak Road would be severe contrary to Detailed Policy 
DP5. Because this proposal cannot meet locally adopted parking standards it constitutes unacceptable 
overdevelopment of the plot. 
 
The meeting closed at 3.40pm 
 
 
 

 


